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1. Introduction.
According to Fermat’s Last Theorem (FLT) the equation
yn__ Z n,
X
n 2
(1)
has no integral solution in non-zero integers. Gandhi [3] generalizing
FLT, conjectured that the equation

xn--yn--cz
2)
has no solution i c<_n. Here x, y, z are non-zero unequal integers, c
and n are also integers. Gandhi [3] proved his conjectures or several
even powers and quoted a mass of results rom literature to support
his conjecture. The purpose of the present paper is to prove
Theorem 1. The equation
x + y cz
(3)
has no integral solutions, where c is any integer prime to the regular
prime
3, ((c), l) 1 and
c (mod l).
c
1 (rood )
2
Here and in what follows (c) denotes Euler’s function.
Consider n-1 in (2), being a regular prime. Let (c,/)-1 and
((c),/)-1. Then cl satisfies the condition ((c),/)-1 hence in view
of Theorem I and Maillet’s result [9] that the equation x+y--lz is
impossible, Gandhi’s conjecture is verified for a regular prime for
all such values o c, which satisfy
2-1 C (mod l), c-l 1 (mod )
Note that the truth of the theorem does not depend on particular values
of x, y and z.
To prove Theorem 1, we shall discuss it under three cases.
First Case xyz prime to
Second Case xy =_ 0 (rood l)
Third Case z= 0 (mod 1).
We note that the ollowing theorem due to GySry [4], contains our
theorem for the first two cases, hence we need to prove our theorem
or third case only.
Theorem (GySry). Let p be an arbitrary odd prime 3. If
((c),p)=1, c-2"-(modp ) then x’+y=cz’, p4z has a solution
only if r---1 (mod p) for an arbitrary divisor r of c.
For other results for the diophantine equation x+ y--cz refer-
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ence may be made to Maillet [9], Lubelski [8], Dnis [1], Vandiver [13],
Morishima and Miyoshi [10], Miyoshi [11] and others [2] and it will be
observed that several results from them support Gandhi’s conjecture.
Especially we like to quote the following theorem due to Lubelski [8].
Theorem (Lubelski). The equation
x+y--cz
(c, p)--l,
where p is an arbitrary prime p >_ 3 and c is an integral rational number, which has no prime factors of the form pt + 1 and which is either
p power residue (rood p) or such a p power non residue for which
simultaneously c/2 is a p power non residue (mod p); has a solution
in rational integral x, y, z not divisible by p, then
1 (mod p).
2
We note that all values of cp satisfies the condition that c has
no prime factors of the orm pt / 1.
Also the conditions ((c), p)= 1 and that c does not contain prime
factors of the orm pt + 1, are equivalent.
For similar theorems see also [10, 11]. We will like to state the
ollowing theorem due to Vandiver [13].
Theorem (Vandiver). The Equation
x + y--cz
4)
where c is a given integer prime to the regular prime 13 and containing only prime factors belonging to even exponents modulo l, has
no integral solution if
1 (mod )
c (mod l).
2
Since a number containing prime actors of the orm pt + 1 belong to
an odd exponent rood p, hence Vandiver’s theorem cannot cover any
other values o c other than those covered by our theorem. Moreover
all values o cp satisfies the conditions o our Theorem 1 i.e., c does
not contain prime factors of the form pt + 1, while it is not necessary
that all values of cp will have prime actors belonging to an even
exponent (or example 2 belongs to 3 modulus 7) and hence our theorem
contains Vandiver’s theorem.
2. Proof of the Theorem.
As mentioned before we need to consider the case z=0 (mod l).
We shall prove the theorem for this case ollowing Vandiver [13]. We
take (3) in the generalized form
m >0
(5)
a+
where a, fl and y are nonzero integers in the field K( + -) prime to
each other, being the t root of unity and $ is a unit in that field.
we need
Lemma 1 (Morishima and Miyoshi)o
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Under the conditions (c,/)= 1, ((c), l)= 1, a + in (5) is divisible
by c.
In other words if c does not contain prime factors of the form
lt/ 1 then c cannot have prime ideals of the first degree and hence
a+fl aO is a prime to c or a+fl is divisible by c.
is prime to c and hence [see Vandiver
In view of Lemma 1, a +
[12]]
a+
(- )0
(6)
is a real unit and 0 is an integer in K() and
where
where $0 is a unit and O0 an integer in K(). Consider (6) for a fixed
a (mod 1). Since l> 3 we obtain
a and take b
(a + fl)(a + -) (1- )(1- -)$(0_,)
(7)
(a + )(a + -) (1- )(1- -)(00_)
( + )=
and also since a + fl0 (mod

c

(7) gives
(rood ).
$/$
(s)
integer.
We need
Where ] is a rational
Lemma 2 (Kummer [5]). If is a regular prime and e is a unit
satisfying ea (rood 2)a being a rational number, then there
k()
of
exists a unit such that
In view of Lemma 2 left member in (8) is a power of an unit
in K(). Eliminating a and fl from equations (7) and employing (8)
and y in K() and a unit in K() such that
we find integers a,
., S (4m- 2)/
Also y=O and y therefore contains a less number of distinct ideal
factors than unless

,

1-

is a unit in K() where i= 1, 2,

..., l--1, whence, since $ is real in (6)

which applied to (8) gives z=0, contrary to an
and this gives a
assumption. Proceeding in this manner, we obtain a relation

.

in which $ is a unit in K(), s> s,, contains less distinct ideal prime
Hence, we have an infinite reference of algebraic
factors than
integers.

, ,

Y,
in each of which the number of distinct ideal prime factors is less than
in the preceeding, which is impossible since the number of distinct
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prime ideal factors of an integer in K() is finite. This disposes of
the third case and the proof of theorem is complete.
My thanks are due to Professor L. Carlitz, Professor D. H. Lehmer,
and Professor E. Lehmer for their kind encouragement and helpful
discussions.
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